
CHAIRMAN AND THE DISTINGmSHED COMMISSIONERS.

I had been here and heard the evidences of few othe~ earlier. I really appreciate the
Chairman and the commissioners for the encouragement you give the participants to give
their voluntary evidence without any tension. Thank you.

I'm Dr Ponnuthurai Sivapalan a SriLankan, a Hindu and a Tamil. I'm a We~t.ernmedical
practitioner from Peradeniya Medical college. I left the government service and started my
medical centre at Atchuvely in 1977. I came to Colombo in 1996 and opened a MEDICAL
CENTRE at Wellawatte. I came forward to give evidence because I love my mother Land
and I don't want the recurrence of the evils that had happened for the last 60 years. As a
doctor and a citizen it is my foremost duty to work towards preventing sufferings and
death of the people due to physical illness or political misgivings. Most of my batch mates
Tamils as well as Sinhalese had left the country at the beginning of their carrier. I didn't
leave because I wanted to serve our people in my Mother Land.

When I was in the eighth standard I gave a speech on Federalism at my class meeting.
Since then I was closely watching the political scene of our country and used to read the
Hansard. I never voted for the Federal Party because I knew that the leaders were not
genuine. However I voted for the TULF in 1977 because I could realize the injustice done
to the Tamils by the previous governments and I felt that Tamils couldn't live with self-
respect. Later I found that the TULF had taken the people for a ride with the fake slogan
of Tamil Eelam which few former TULF parliamentarians themselves had admitted that it
was not feasible and they used it to win the elections. ITAK , Dangai Thamil Arasu Kadchi
after hoodwinking the Tamils for the last 60 years with the concept of Homeland requested
the Tamils to vote for the candidate who had said that "SriLanka is a Sinhala Budhist
country, Tamils are minorities they are our people they can live here but can't ask
anything". That worried me so I fielded an Independent group and contested the General
election in the Jaffna district. TNA candidates made the people to believe that President
Mainda gave us money to split the votes of the TNA. So I lost the election. I had not even
seen the President after he became the President in 2005.

As a Family Physician I get a good opportunity to meet different category of people. I could
gather good knowledge of the situation in the country. I lived in JatJna when it was fully
under the control of the LTTE. That also gave me a good experience of their atrocities on
the people. I had seen the sutJering of the people, mentally and physically, caused by the
violence of the previous governments. My medical center was in Atchuvely close to,Palaly
army .eamp, People had many sleepless nights because artillery shells were fired in the
nights. So people went to next villages for the nights. I used to feel sorry for the people
whenever they ask for medicines to suppress their cough or frequency of urine saying that
they didn't want to disturb the people who gave them shelter. I had to do my medical
service amidst shells and bombs risking my life and that of my family. I,had treated many
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people injured by shrapnel. One night two children a brother and a sister were brought to
me with their pelvic region blasted. I couldn't do anything. They died in JatTna Teaching
hospital later. The most pathetic situation was the case of pregnant mothers who came to
my maternity home when the labor pain started and left the ward soon after the delivery
by bicycles because of the shells and bombs in my area. One woman delivered a triplet at a
time an artillery shell was fired into a nearby land. In my medical carrier other than the
normal civilians, I had give.".treatment to JVP boys, armed organizations of the Tamil
boys, SriLankan security forces and the IPKF. I don't know how many doctors would have
had the chance to give treatment to such a different category of peeple, The political
problem of our country had been dragged on without giving any solution like civil cases
going on for years in the courts because our politicians are mostly lawyers.

FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES THAT LED TO FAILURE OF THE CEASE-FIRE
AGREEMENT.

Ceasefire agreement was signed by the legally elected Prime Minster and the leader of an
illegal armed group, banned in many democratic countries, facilitated by a country with
vested interests and that country is biased towardsthat armed group. I was surprised that
an Executive President with wide powers had allowed those two to sign that agreement
even though the Prime Minister was from a different political party and the leader of the
LTTE was sentenced to 200 years imprisonment by the SriLankan courts. I regret that
none of the intellectuals, academics, professionals or the legal luminaries had advised or
protested against the agreement that gave a breathing space for the LTTE to prepare for
the next onslaught. We could see that happened later.

Failure of the cease fire was by the grace of God to prevent excess of devastation· in our
country. It had saved thousands of Tamil children who would have been forcibly
conscripted and sacrificed.

The Leader of the LTTE was very firmly committed to Tamil Eealam He wouldn't have
stopped the war for anything short of Thamil Eelam. Even after the LTIE delegates had
accepted Oslo resolution, he rejected it and said that they could shoot him if he gave up
Tamil Eelam. Hence we should have anticipated the failure.

Whenever a breathing space was needed only a ceasefire was called for. Earlier also there
were few peace talks and cease fire followed by vigorous fight. When LTTE had talks with
President Chandrika, a media man asked Anton Balasingam whether they would lay down
~h~arms if she accept their demands. He replied that they wouldn't do, they would put
forward new demands because their profession was war. So the failure of the ceasefire
could have been anticipated.
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Vanni district and the people were allowed to be controlled by the LTTE and they were
allowed .to collect taxes from the people using A9 road. Security forces or any other
political parties were not allowed into Vanni but LTTE could go anywhere according to
that asymmetrical agreement. Jaffna was liberated from the LTTE with 'lot of sacrifices.
The agreement paved way for them to go anywhere. They started their activities and
conducted PonguTamil demonstration indicating the impending war.

The Monitoring mission SLMM was obviously biased towards LTTE and tu~ned a blind
eye to their violations. It was.said that INGO and NGO were supporting the LTTE

The agreement itself was not sound enough because it could be cancelled with just two
weeks notice.

THE EVENTS THAT FOLLOWED

With the closure of the Mavil Aru sluice gates by the LTTE, the war started as a
humanitarian war openly. There were aerial bombings and artillery Shelling and ground
attacks by the government armed forces but with almost minimal civilian deaths unlike the
previous Eelam wars according to Vanni people whom I had met. They told -me that the
bombers bombed precisely at the camps of the LTTE until the flnal stages. LTTE started
conscripting children without any mercy from each family. Parents had to hide their
children in bunkers and in the jungles and sometimes the parents were punished severely,
There was a reign of terror. In the final stages there were more civilian deaths. With the
advancement of the army, the area under the control of the LTTE had shrunken, A part of
the area was allocated as, safe, no fire zone and the civilians were asked to stay in-that area.
But LTIE went into that area and fired artillery shells and in a short time there was a
return of raring of artillery shells into that area and many civilians died there. People tried
to escape out of Vanni wh~the army moved in. Most of the people caught Oeeingwere
killed by LTTE. SriLankan army rescued many at that time.

Thank God, strong tactful, political leader, the President Mahinda Rajapakse, with the
help of the valiant security forces lead by the efficient commanders, directed by the
dedicated defence secretary brought an end to the war on 19tb of May 2009. President
Mahinda didn't give in to the pressure exerted by the external and the internal anti-
SriLankan elements, so he succeeded in eliminating the terrorism.

At the final stages and at the end of the war approximately 300,000 people came displaced
from Vanni and came to Vavuniya. Government opened up camps.and accommodated
them and gave food and other facilities that were possible in a short period for an
unexpected large number and secured them putting up fences with barbed wires for their
, .
safety. I had spoken to many relatives of the inmates they told me that the people had
nothing to grudge, they understood the difficulties of the authorities, they were happy that
they were liberated from the LTTE. But the opponents of the government and others with



vested interests unfairly blamed and criticized the government -asusual. In fact one person
said that compared to the boys the security personals were like God. As a person who had
got displaced earlier in Jaffna, I know the anxiety and the agony of it. If the government
had not done it most of those people would have been on the roads.

LESSONS LEARNED

The Ahimsa struggle of Mahatma Gandhi in India mainly and the freedom struggle in
our country gave u~ the Independence. Colonial masters left our shores with treasures
and not with pleasure. They left behind their Divide and Rule Policy with their
followers, Samuel James) Don Stephen and Solomon West Ridgeway Dias who were
power hungry. As a result our Motherland lost many lives, millions of Rupees, Peace
and the good name. Even Now those masters are trying to destabilizf our country.

The causes for the war.

1.0n the 19 th of Dec.1949 SJV formed Federal Party and named it, Dankai Thamil
Arasu Kadchi to fight for Tamils when there wasn't much grievances. That gave
suspicions to Sinhalese.

2.Reaction of the D.S. was to colonize the North and East with Sinhalese from the South
when there was enough lands in the South.

3.In 1956 Sinhala only act was passed by SWRDgovernment. Federal party performed
° satyagraha opposite the parliament in the Galle face. Thugs assaulted them. That was the

beginning of the violence in SriLanka ending in Nanthikadal

4.Defacing of Sri letters on the buses by ITAK followed by defacing Tamil letters in the
name boards with tar in the South.

5.1958, 1977 and 1983 communal riots and the movements of the Tamils to the North and
East to save their lives. "

6.Burning of the Jaffna Public Library by the thugs from the S~uth and the indiscriminate
shooting and burning of houses including that of the Jaffna MP late Yogeswaran by the
security forces.

7.The death of nine persons due to electrocution on the final day of the Tamil research
conference in Jaffna in 1974. On that day the police went to arrest an Indian
°citizen,Janarthanan who entered Srilanka illegally. Boys threw stones at the pOlice. The
police fired in the air. Electrical wires snapped and those nine persons got electrocuted
accidently. Tamil politicians portrayed it as a sacrifice made by those nine persons for the
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Tamil cause and erected monuments for them. The event was alleged as an anti- Tamil action
by the SriLankan police.

8. Thamil Eelam resolution of the TULF in 1976 was the main cause of the war. When the
popularity of the Federal party was going down, it invited the Tamil Congress party to form
the TULF and then they put forward the Thamil Eelam demand to attract the Tamils and
cause anxiety among Sinhalese. On that day itself after passing that resolution the- leader of
the TULF, SJV had admitted to few people that it was not feasible. I had heard of TULF
parliamentarians telling few people that Thamil Ealam was just a slogan to win the elections.

9. PTA and the indiscriminate arrests, torture and killing of Tamil youths made the Tamil
youth to fear that their life in SriLanka was at stake. Many boys took up the arms to save
their lives and that of the Tamils. They took up arms to fight the security forces involved in
indiscriminate killings. The girls were instigated by those who promoted violence, saying that
they would be raped by the security forces if they were not armed. The activities and the
speeches of Thamil Arasu Kadchi Politicians demonizing Sinhala leaders and, Sinhalese
encouraged the boys. Only few Tamils knew that the TULF also gave its consent to the
government to pass the act in the parliament though they were not in the parliament on that
day. It was a treacherous act of the TULFagainst the boys whom they had brainwashed and
encouraged to take up arms.

10. Involvement of other countries encouraging the armed struggle for their own interests.
Western countries probably wanted to step into the East to establish colonies they did in
those days.

11.India's worries about its security because of the Foreign policy of the JRgovernment ••

President JR was leaning towards Western countries and was friendly with Pakistan and
antagonized India in some way or other. Late Anura Bandaranayake had warned 'him not to
antagonize India saying that before he could finish one cigarette and take the other India
could finish off SriLanka. Undue interest shown by the Western countries in the problems in
SriLanka caused anxiety to India. So it helped armed Tamil youth and later made JRto sign
Indo-Ceylon accord. .,"

Sometime back an Indian Minister commented that they can't allow others to have their play
ground in their back yard meaning, SriLanka.

When IPKFwas in SriLanka, a University student in India, asked the Indian Prime Minister
Rajiv Gandhi why he was spending large sum of money on SriLankan Tamils. He replied that if
he didn't do so then, he might have to spend more to defend their Southern border later. The
pro Western stand of JR made India to get involved in the affairs of SrlLanka. It helped the
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armed Tamil youth and made JRto sign Indo-Sri Lanka accord. The accord didn't produce the
desired effect but resulted in the war.

We could note that many Hindus had become Christians in the North and many churches had
come up and even among the Tamil Diaspora many have become Christians. We could also
see a few anti Hindu actions of the LTTE.Hindus do not take the dead bodies near the temple.
Even the funeral processions do not go near the temples. After killing few militiiry persons
the bodies were exhibited just behind the Nallur Kandasamy temple. The dead bodies of the
LTTE cadres Kumarapan and 13 others were kept in the outer court yard of the
Punnalaikadduvan ayarkadavai Pillayar temple for the people to pay their last respect. They
were done to hurt the feelings of the Hindus and to insult the Hindu religion

So on taking into account the above, the armed struggle and the war in SriLanka looked like
an encounter between the Western powers and the Eastern powers, and also between the
Western religions and the Eastern religions. Tamil youths were used by them to destabilize
Srilanka.

How to ensure that there will be no recurrence

We must have Trust in God and do the right. God is there to save and help in difficulties.
Sinhala only National Anthem that is propping up might cause the recurrence of events that
followed Sinhalaonly official language. President should nip it at the bud. I'm surprised to
find people who had not learnt the bitter lesson. A SriLankan must sing the National Anthem
in his mother tongue to be a patriot. SriLankans who say that this is a Sinhala Budhist country
are ignorant of the history of Budhism or Sinhalese. Former army commander SFafter telling
that it is a Sinhala Budhist country at a media interview later admitted that he didn't know
the history.

God saves and help the people who are honest and do Justice. I didn't do anything against my
conscience. The armed groups of the Tamil boys harassed the Tamils who had to live without
dignity under their control. In early eighties some boys came to my Medical centre to collect
money to fight for liberation. I didn't give them money •• told them that as a Tamil I knew the
grievances of Tamils. In other" countries intellectuals, academics and professionals fight for
the rights or liberations. It is improper to find only the boys fighting for liberation. I said that I
would give all my assets and join them if they got on to the correct trdck. Thank God they
didn't bother me later. When IPKFmoved into our area in 1987 people left their house and
went to the Temples and stayed there. IPKF occupied my house and some others' houses.
One day the commander came to the temple and asked me to go back to my house and run
my Medical centre. Commander and his group were going ahead of me and my family. Tigers
suddenly came closer to us through a bye lane with arms. I told the boys not to do anything.



! Surprisingly boys went back. Luckily army d~dn't see them. God saved us from death. On
another day while I was drivihgmy car, a SriLankan helicopter was shooting from the air, on
the way my medical assistant who was in the rear seat told me that a bullet was behind. I got
down calling Muruga ie Kathragama Dheiyo Helicopter which was in the air went back Even
when Jaffna was exclusively under the control of the LTTE I lived as a SriLankan respecting
only the Srilankan laws. LTTEwanted all the private doctors to register under tttem before

~
31stOctober 1995. Almost all the doctors registered their clinics. I didn't reglster'under 1TTE,
since I became a doctor because of the free education given by the SriLankan government.

President Chandrika formed the government in 1994 and admitted that injustice had been
done to Tamils by the previous governments including the government of her parents. She
worked hard to bring unity among the communities and transformed the security forces to
respect human rights. Under her leadership war started in May 1995. In 5 months Tigers had
to flee from Jaffna which UNP couldn't do that even after fighting for more than 5yea~s

President Mahinda had gone still further. He had liberated the Tamils and the country from
Terrorism in 2years. We couid:learn that his Patriotism, Sincerity, boldness, diplomacy and
love for humanity brought success in the Humanitarian operation. God saved the defence
secretary and the former army commander from the bomb blast to help in the operatlon.
Now we could live as true patriotic SriLankans in a peaceful mother land. I love my mother
land so much that I had written letters to the former and present Prime Ministers of the UK,
British Medical Journal, UN Secretary General and the Prime Minister of India defending our
mother land. Copy of the letters are submitted.

Tamil politicians (Moderate)are the villains of the Tamils.

They didn't do politics but they did 'politricks'. They should take the full responsibility for the
miserable life, deaths and the loss of millions and millions Rupees and properties. Most of the
Tamils love their language deeply and some say that is their soul. Language is a medium of
communication. For Tamils it is more than that. It is one of the oldest language with lot of
treasures in it , Thirukkural is one of them. A Russian scholar after studying Thirukkural,
wanted that "A Tamil student is resting in peace ", be Inscribed on his tomb. Lord Murugan,
Katragama Dheiyo had. instructed a Saint, Agasthiar to develop Tamil. Tamils love the
fanguage 50 much that they'iet' mesmerized when some one get on to the platform and say
he would fight for Tamil and is prepared to sacrifice his life. Thus the. gullible Tamils were
exploited by the politiCians. '

1.SJVformed Federal Party on Dec.19th, 1949, He would have known that Sinhalese would
never accept his Federalism if it meant Thamilarasu ie Tamil Kingdom and he could be the
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member of Parliament saying that he was fighting for the Tamil Cause and continue the
never ending fight till he died and for his son to take over his place from there. Parliament is
a place for debate. A parliamentarian should be an intelligent, witty and alert debater. SJV
was not in good health for a h~,ngtime. Still I'm wondering why his parliamentary seat was
not properly utilized by a good debater if ITAK was really fighting for the rights of Tamils.
Gandhi of India led the freedom fight successfully but made Nehru as the Prime Minister of.,.

, India.

SJVis said to have sacrificed his estates and formed the party to fight for Tamils that resulted
in the sacrifice many innocent and poor lives. But at that time he was not fluent in Tamil
also. He spoke in English at the meetings. He spoke of Mother tongue and the Tamils' home
land before foreigners ruled our country, but he failed to talk about the mother's Religion
that was there. Under that foreign rule Hindu people were scared to do fasting for Religious
purposes. They had to hide the plantain leaves after eating the meals on it out of fear of
fasting. Hindu students had to remove he holy ash before they entered the schools. When we
study all the activities of the Federal Party the main goal was the parliamentary seats. SJV
didn't enjoy the luxury of being In the parliament. He was sick for a long time So God
punished him.

SWRD Bandaranayake's Sinhala only was the root cause of the holocaust in the country. His
desire to rule ended in a short time. We must trust in God and do the right.

SJVbrain washed Amir when he was young and dragged him into his fold. Amir dragged and
brain washed Prabaharan who did the same with other young boys. Armed Tamil Youths did
all sort of crimes in the name of liberation. Whenever I got a chance I had warned them that
the tears of the. poor people are very powerful and they would fail. They were punished
properly by the God••

Tamil politicians made fiery anti Sinhala communal speeches and demonized the Sinhala
leaders in the North East. But they had cordial relationship with the Sinhala leaders in the
South. Government give them good security also. ITAK asked Tamils including the
government employees not to study Sinhala language. When one Pathmanathan told SJVthat
he lost his job by not studying Sinhala as requested. SJVhad said to him that their request
was just a political one and he was mad to have listened to them.

Their Satygraha were around the election days. In 1960 they had a satyagraha oPP9site the
Jaffna Kachcheri few years later Amir in the parliament told that they had cordial
relationship with the Competent authority and he had invited them across the human
barriers. They told the people that they were breaking the law by sticking their own stamps,." •...•:)



/ on letters. A lawyer told me that they didn't break the law because they cut the stamps and
used them.

When Srimavo government established the Jaffna University TULF protested and showed
Black flags on the opening day showing that they had no genuine interest in Tamils "

Communalist among the Sinhala politicians reacted in the same way again • "Tamils that
flared into communal hatred and animosity and finally into riots with loss of lives and
properties worth millions and millions of Rupees. Every riot saw Tamils being sent to North
and the East showing the importance of the North and the East for the safety and the
security.

Amirthalingam had brainwashed Prabaharan and other Tamil youths. Many Tamil youths
sliced their forearm and applied blood on the forehead of Amirthallngam after listening to his
fiery speeches at the election meetings. Late Alfred Duraiappah former Mayor of Jaffna was
the first political victim. He won the Jaffna electorate. Thamilarasu party was scared of his
popularity. He was named a traitor. According to the ·pulling the weed out policy' of the TULF
he was the 1st weed to be pulled out. He was shot while he was worshi~ing at a Temple
Mahatma Gandhi adopted Ahimsa and satyagraha In his fight for Independence in India. He
warned that he would give up his fight if anyone get involved in violence. It was not so with
Thamil Arasu Party Ahimsa men in Srilanka. They encouraged violence.

In 1977 after the death of SJVLate Amirthalingam took over the leadership of TULF. Using
the slogan of Tami Eelam he ,iVo'i, large number of seats and became the leader of opposition.
I had heard of a former TULFparliamentarian telling that they took the people for a ride with
Thamilarasu for 25 years and they could do the same with Thamil Eelam for 5Oyears. I had
also heard that Amirthalingam had told Prabaharan few years later, that Thamil Eelam was
not feasible.

Killing the opponents of the TULF and other violence transformed into a guerilla war. Foreign
countries got involved. We had heard of PLO trained boys, Lebanon trained boys, Libyan
trained boys ,and Indian trained boys. After the 1983 riot, large number of boys got arms
training. Even the western countries got involved. The guerilla type of war changed into a
conventional type of war.

Part played by the Sinhala leaders.

Late Junius Richard Jeyawarardane was a great anti Tamil, Sinhala National leader in my
opinion. 1977 riot and the worst 1983 riot which tarnished the image of our ~country
internationally were under h!s rule. That made many countries to interfere in our affairs.
His anti Indian policy irritated, India and it almost invaded SriLanka and wanted to help
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Tamils. He played a wise cunning game with India and saved the Sinhalese putting his ego
aside.JR signed Indo Ceylon accord with Rajiv Gandhi and made LTIE to fight against
IPKF. Tamils lost many lives and properties. He was the first person to bring Sinhala only
though SWRD came to power and passed it in the parliament. He was very cunning. He
was having secret talks with Amirthalingam before the 1977 elections. Mter the elections
he challenged Amir. 'If you are for war. I'm for war, if you are for Peace I'm for Peace'.
He did a lot of favors for Amir and made him to do a somersault with Thimil Eelam and
finally Amir became a victim of the LTTE.

A Sinhala Parliamentarian had warned Amir earlier, that he was developing a 'Frankestin'
monster that would eat him later. It came true.

In 1958 thugs in the South smelt the head of the people and if they find the smell of gingely
oil they were attacked. Tamil started using coconut oil and Sinhala books. In 1971 Sinhala
boys came to Jaffna and used gingelly oil and carried Tamil books to escape from arrests as
JVP suspects.

President Premadasa resuscitated LTTE when they were almost cornered by the IPKF
and helped the LTTE immensely to continue the war slowly tilU994 so as to reduce the
population of Tamils in the North East thereby causing lot of damage.to Tamils and the
country as awhole•.Finally he became a victim of the LTTE.

Prime Minister Srimavo was sensible in her Foreign policy. She was not communal. She
made Northern farmers rich and gave a University to Jaffna. Solved up country Tamils'
problem also. She was very keen in bringing unity between Sinhalese Tamils. I, know of
incident in which she had scolded one of her cabinet for saying that Tamils' came to
SriLanka by boats. She had.warned that she would dismiss him if he did it again when she
was trying to patch up the differences.

President Chandrika also worked hard for the unity and to erase the tarnished image of
the country. She made LTTE to leave JafJna within 5 months from 1995May.

President Mahinda , in my opinion is a true Patriotic,Bold,Honorable and gifted SriLankan
leader doing Justice to all. God will bless him to make SriLanka a model peaceful country
in Asia

Restitution

Two or three days after the end of the war I had a chance to talk to a few UNO officials at
the Palaly air port canteen. I casually told them that after few weeks we might be able to
travel along the A9 road. They looked surprised and told me that it would take more than
two years. From that we could gather that the post war recovery in our country is faster
compared to the international standards. To do the restitution effectively and fast



unemployed graduates could be employed temporarily to each village and. each family's
particulars should be documented and data entered in tbe computer. While Sympathy and
Humanity are held upper most corruptions must be kept under control. For the last thirty
years our government officers in the North and the East had got used to the habit of giving
things to the wrong hands. Northern people are fortunate that Major General Chandrasiri
had been appointed as their Governor. As a commander be controlled the crimes efficiently
in Jaffna. Now as the Governor he is doing a good job almost like a demecrs ic leader with
lot of sympathy towards the people. He has a good rapport with the minister Douglas
Devananda in serving the people. In Jaffna security forces are helping .th~ people
wonderfully according to the people who are not politically inclined. We must congratulate
the commander of Jaffna Major General Hathurusinghe who had been given a Peace
Award by an international organization. The Ta.mi1political parties that lead the Tamils to
destruction may talk of democracy and army rule. But Tamil people must forget about
democracy until the self"lshand power hungry Tamil politicians and the gullible supporters
of them are rehabilitated if they want decent normal lives and save their next generation.

NATIONAL UNITY AND RECONCILIATION

The national unity and the reconciliation could be effectively promoted by adopting the
Mahinda Chinthanaya. He says IT IS ONE COUNTRY ALL ARE SRILANKANS WITH
EQUAL RIGHTS. SINBALA AND TAMIL ARE THE LANGUAGES OF SRlLANKANS
BOTH ARE THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGES. It should be included in the constitution in
such a way it could not be changed in future. TIDS IS THE BEST SOLUTION.

Tamil political parties and its leaders want power. They want to keep Tamils and an area
under their control. They want larger area. That is why they want North and the East to be
amlgamated. Leaders of the North would suppress those of the East as happened to
Rajadurai of the Federal party those days. But we want PEACEFUL LIFE which we had
lost for the last 60 years.· President of Democratic Socialist Republic of SriLanka is the
President of all regions in the country and aU SriLankans. He is responsible for the safety
and the weUbeing of all the SriLankans alike. He liberated the people from LTTE. It is his
duty to liberate the most gullible people from the proxies of th~ LTTE and from those who
could create an environment for reappearance of an organization like LTTE and destroy
the next generation also. At the UNGA our President emphasized "Let us forget the past
and track on the uture path of Reconciliation". But the present and the past TNA members
are reminding us of the past vigorously. We must save at least the future generation from
misery. If the terrorism is the tumor that had been operated and removed successfully, the
secondary deposits must be treated properly to avoid further spread of the disease and the
final death.
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People who talks communalism and/ or tarnish the image of the country should be
punished. All are equal before Law. Politicians who said that Praba was their leader are
given security and other luxury. Suspected supporters are in the prison. Is it Justice?


